
View your updates 
and to-do items

Access your TriNet-
sponsored benefit cards

TRINET MOBILE

Life Never Stops.  
Neither Should HR. 
Whether you’re at work and need to stay 
connected or you’re at home and need to 
access TriNet-sponsored benefits or pay- 
roll information—some things can’t afford  
to wait until you get back to your work com-
puter. With the redesigned TriNet Mobile  
app, your employees now have the freedom 
and flexibility to manage their HR from the 
palm of their hands. Administrators with 
assigned permissions also have the con-
venience to access their employee HR 
information on the go.

Welcome to TriNet Mobile 
A snapshot of your company HR is just a login 
away. Stay current with notifications, to-do items  
and upcoming company holidays by scrolling  
through the home screen. View the newsfeed for  
recent and past company announcements. 

View the information you need  
to know about your money 
View a summary of your most recent paycheck with  
a detailed breakdown of earnings, tax withholdings  
and TriNet-sponsored benefits. Review your pay  
history, compare previous paychecks and access  
Forms W-2 and view tax withholding information.  
Stay up to date on expenses by checking on approvals  
for submitted expense reports and viewing a report  
of your past expenses. 

Access to benefits information  
that’s actually intuitive 
Access identification cards from certain medical  
insurance providers for yourself and covered family 
members. View your TriNet-sponsored benefits  
elections, including medical, life, disability and  
flexible spending account details, and access  
tele-medicine services.



Learn all about our tailored solutions at TriNet.com or call 888.874.6388.
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Time off that’s just around 
the corner
You’re just a few clicks away from time off. View your 
available leave balance and accrual history, if 
applicable. Request and schedule time off with an 
optional note for manager review. Managers can 
approve time off just as easily. 

All with a seamless and 
personalized login 
Easily log into the app using Face ID or fingerprint from 
your iOS® or Android™ device.

Find and save on deals right 
from your phone
Access popular deals from the TriNet Marketplace. Claim 
offers on technology products, mobile device services, 
at-home workouts, and more. 

Convenient view of your employee 
HR information
Admin capabilities allow managers and administrators 
with assigned permissions to quickly view their 
employee HR information, including profiles, work 
details, and compensation, any time, from anywhere.

Manage your company 
announcements

Claim special  
discounts and offers

Manage your 
flexible spending

View your employee  
HR information as an admin

Manage your 
time off

View your 
paycheck details

http://trinet.com

